Appendix I:

Adjacent Property Information

H Street Bridge Adjacent Property Information
DDOT has initiated advanced planning and coordination between DDOT and the adjacent property
owners prior to construction activities to minimize day-to-day operations impacts and to accommodate
the needs of the adjacent properties. Field site visits were conducted on January 8 and 9, and February
7, 2019, to review the H Street Bridge NE project area and adjacent properties. On January 22, 2019,
DDOT emailed a letter (see attachment) to adjacent property owners requesting the following
information:
Main building entrances and exits, including any entrance points from H Street onto property
Emergency access/entrances and evacuation plans
Location of access points for emergency vehicles and connection points to firefighting facilities
Parking locations for property
Any activities or equipment that may be sensitive to noise and/or vibration
Plans for maintenance or capital improvements that would impact on pedestrian or vehicular
circulation over the upcoming 5 years
This information was requested from the following adjacent properties:
777 North Capitol Street NE
750 First Street NE
810 First Street NE
820 First Street NE
700 Second Street NE
201 I Street NE
Below is the requested information received from all properties except 820 First Street NE and 700
Second Street NE.
In August–October 2019 the same properties, along with 800 Third Street NE (Landmark Lofts), met with
the Project Manager at DDOT to discuss the need for right-of-entry agreements and any impediments
on or close to the bridge that would need to be relocated or protected. A copy of the letter sent is also
attached.
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1.1

777 North Capitol Street NE

Main building entrances and exits, including any entrance points from H Street onto
property
The main building entrance and exits are on the corner of North Capitol Street and G Place NE.

Emergency access/entrances and evacuation plans
Emergency exits are located at the back of building out to G Place NE to North Capitol Street and front of
building to North Capitol Street; assembly areas are on North Capitol Street and G Place NE.

Location of access points for emergency vehicles and connection points to firefighting
facilities
Fire connection is located between the main entry and the café. There is a fire command center in the
building on the G Place NE side.

Parking locations for property
Parking locations for the property is a private underground garage (two levels) accessed by the
easement tunnel under the 750 First Street NE building.

Any activities or equipment that may be sensitive to noise and/or vibration
No activities or equipment sensitive to noise and/or vibration per the three owners occupying 777 North
Capitol Street NE.

Plans for maintenance or capital improvements that would impact on pedestrian or
vehicular circulation over the upcoming 5 years
No planned maintenance or capital improvement plans for the next 5 years.

Additional information
The building has a tenant emergency generator on the rooftop; barring a catastrophic failure within the
penthouse, then they should not require use of the H Street Bridge NE.

1.2

750 First Street NE and 10 G Street NE

Main building entrances and exits, including entrance points from H Street onto
property
Main entrances are on First Street NE and G Place NE.
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Emergency access/entrances and evacuation plans
Building occupants evacuate north to CNN building plaza or west to GPO building at G Place NE and
North Capitol Street.
Emergency exits include the side entrance on First Street and emergency personnel access from First
Street loading dock and parking.

Location of access points for emergency vehicles and connection points to firefighting
facilities
The fire department connections for the building and for emergency vehicles is on First Street NE.

Parking locations for property
750 First Street NE parking garage.

Any activities or equipment that may be sensitive to noise and/or vibration
Tenant on 11th floor, EWTN, has TV and radio stations that may be impacted by noise.

Plans for maintenance or capital improvements that would impact on pedestrian or
vehicular circulation over the upcoming 5 years
No capital plans that would impact pedestrian or vehicular traffic are planned within the next 5 years.

Additional information
Building power and ventilation is in the drive lane ceiling.
Generator exhaust and second floor conference room ventilation is between the building and the
bridge.
Garage ventilation is located at the exit of the loading dock, and exhaust from Casey’s Coffee is between
the building and the bridge.
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Figure 1. 750 First Street

1.3

810 First Street NE

Main building entrances and exits, including any entrance points from H Street onto
property
Main entrance and exits are at front and rear of building on First Street NE.

Emergency access/entrances and evacuation plans
Emergency access/entrances are the First Street NE access/entrance located at front and rear of
building.

Location of access points for emergency vehicles and connection points to firefighting
facilities
Location of access points for emergency vehicles and connection points to firefighting facilities are at
the loading dock drive lane at rear of building, with entrance off First Street NE.
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Parking locations for property
Parking is in the building parking garage at (810 First Street NE garage) located off First Street NE.

Any activities or equipment that may be sensitive to noise and/or vibration
Activities or equipment that may be sensitive to noise and/or vibration is the DaVita Dialysis Center
located on the first floor of the building.

Plans for maintenance or capital improvements that would impact on pedestrian or
vehicular circulation over the upcoming 5 years
No plans currently for capital improvements.

1.4

201 Street NE—Senate Square Residential Building

Main building entrances and exits, including any entrance points from H Street onto
property
Third floor entrance and exit point to the H Street Bridge NE and garage and loading dock entrances and
exits on Second Street NE underneath H Street Bridge.

Emergency access/entrances and evacuation plans
One emergency access/entrance on H St Bridge and one on Second St NE underneath the H Street
Bridge NE.

Location of access points for emergency vehicles and connection points to firefighting
facilities
Emergency vehicles and connection point located on I Street NE.

Parking locations for property
Parking entrance/exits located on Second Street NE about 20 feet underneath the H Street Bridge NE.

Any activities or equipment that may be sensitive to noise and/or vibration
Some apartment units located on the same level, below and above the H Street Bridge NE.

Plans for maintenance or capital improvements that would impact on pedestrian or
vehicular circulation over the upcoming 5 years
Do not have any plans yet for capital improvements that may impact pedestrian or vehicular circulation
for the next 5 years.
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Government of the District of Columbia
Department of Transportation

August 30, 2019
Colin Benko
Assistant Property Manager
750 First St. NE
Washington, DC 20002
Subject:

Meeting to discuss H Street Bridge, NE Replacement Adjacent Property Coordination
750 First Street NE & 10 G Street NE

Dear Mr. Benko:
As you may be aware the H Street Bridge, NE adjacent to your building is being replaced to address
the critically deteriorating conditions of the bridge structure, including its deck and piers. The entire
bridge is located between North Capitol Street and 3rd Street, NE. From the west to east, it crosses
over 1st Street, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) Red Line, Amtrak
rail tracks and platforms and 2nd Street. H Street is a principal arterial that carries three lanes of
traffic in each direction and provides a critical multimodal transportation link to downtown
Washington, DC, along with connections to Union Station from the bridge and the D.C. Streetcar.
A few months ago, our environmental staff reached out to all adjacent property owners gathering
information for our environmental studies. Plans for the bridge replacement are moving forward and
DDOT would like to schedule a meeting with you to further discuss the schedule, the construction
process, and the important implications for your property, building and tenants during demolition
and construction.
DDOT wants you to be well informed of upcoming events to allow the smoothest transition possible
for your building and its occupants. Please let us know your earliest availability to meet with us as
we will follow up if we have not heard from you by Friday, September 13th. Please email
Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com to schedule a meeting and feel free to contact me if you have any
questions.
Sincerely,

Ali Shakeri, PE,
Program Manager Wards 5&6
Infrastructure Project Management Division (IPMD)
District Department of Transportation (DDOT)
55 M Street SE, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20003
ali.shakeri@dc.gov
202.671.4612
District Department of Transportation | 55 M Street, SE, Suite 400 | Washington, DC 20003 | 202.671.6813 | www.ddot.dc.gov

Government of the District of Columbia
Department of Transportation

August 30, 2019
Ebony Frost, Assistant Property Manager
American Real Estate Partners
810 First Street NE, Suite 201
Washington, DC 20002
Subject:

Meeting to discuss H Street Bridge, NE Replacement Adjacent Property Coordination -810
First Street NE

Dear Ms. Frost:
As you may be aware the H Street Bridge, NE adjacent to your building is being replaced to address the
critically deteriorating conditions of the bridge structure, including its deck and piers. The entire bridge is
located between North Capitol Street and 3rd Street, NE. From the west to east, it crosses over 1st Street, the
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) Red Line, Amtrak rail tracks and platforms
and 2nd Street. H Street is a principal arterial that carries three lanes of traffic in each direction and provides
a critical multimodal transportation link to downtown Washington, DC, along with connections to Union
Station from the bridge and the D.C. Streetcar.
A few months ago, our environmental staff reached out to all adjacent property owners gathering
information for our environmental studies. Plans for the bridge replacement are moving forward and
DDOT would like to schedule a meeting with you to further discuss the schedule, the construction process,
and the important implications for your property, building and tenants during demolition and construction.
DDOT wants you to be well informed of upcoming events to allow the smoothest transition possible for
your building and its occupants. Please let us know your earliest availability to meet with us as we will
follow up if we have not heard from you by Friday, September 13th. Please email
Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com to schedule a meeting and feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Ali Shakeri, PE,
Program Manager Wards 5&6
Infrastructure Project Management Division (IPMD)
District Department of Transportation (DDOT)
55 M Street SE, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20003
ali.shakeri@dc.gov
202.671.4612

District Department of Transportation | 55 M Street, SE, Suite 400 | Washington, DC 20003 | 202.671.6813 | www.ddot.dc.gov

Government of the District of Columbia
Department of Transportation

August 30, 2019
Shante Tyler
Resident Manager
201 I St. NE
Washington, DC 20002
Subject:

Meeting to discuss H Street Bridge, NE Replacement Adjacent Property Coordination
201 I Street NE Senate Square

Dear Ms. Tyler:
As you may be aware the H Street Bridge, NE adjacent to your building is being replaced to address
the critically deteriorating conditions of the bridge structure, including its deck and piers. The entire
bridge is located between North Capitol Street and 3rd Street, NE. From the west to east, it crosses
over 1st Street, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) Red Line, Amtrak
rail tracks and platforms and 2nd Street. H Street is a principal arterial that carries three lanes of traffic
in each direction and provides a critical multimodal transportation link to downtown Washington,
DC, along with connections to Union Station from the bridge and the D.C. Streetcar.
A few months ago, our environmental staff reached out to all adjacent property owners gathering
information for our environmental studies. Plans for the bridge replacement are moving forward and
DDOT would like to schedule a meeting with you to further discuss the schedule, the construction
process, and the important implications for your property, building and tenants during demolition and
construction.
DDOT wants you to be well informed of upcoming events to allow the smoothest transition possible
for your building and its occupants. Please let us know your earliest availability to meet with us as
we will follow up if we have not heard from you by Friday, September 13th. Please email
Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com to schedule a meeting and feel free to contact me if you have any
questions.
Sincerely,

Ali Shakeri, PE,
Program Manager Wards 5&6
Infrastructure Project Management Division (IPMD)
District Department of Transportation (DDOT)
55 M Street SE, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20003
ali.shakeri@dc.gov
202.671.4612
District Department of Transportation | 55 M Street, SE, Suite 400 | Washington, DC 20003 | 202.671.6813 | www.ddot.dc.gov

Government of the District of Columbia
Department of Transportation

August 30, 2019
Kathi Snook
Senior Property Manager
777 North Capitol St. NE, Suite 305
Washington, DC 20002
Subject:

Meeting to discuss H Street Bridge, NE Replacement Adjacent Property Coordination
777 North Capitol Street NE

Dear Ms. Snook:
As you may be aware the H Street Bridge, NE adjacent to your building is being replaced to address the
critically deteriorating conditions of the bridge structure, including its deck and piers. The entire bridge
is located between North Capitol Street and 3rd Street, NE. From the west to east, it crosses over 1st
Street, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) Red Line, Amtrak rail tracks
and platforms and 2nd Street. H Street is a principal arterial that carries three lanes of traffic in each
direction and provides a critical multimodal transportation link to downtown Washington, DC, along
with connections to Union Station from the bridge and the D.C. Streetcar.
A few months ago, our environmental staff reached out to all adjacent property owners gathering
information for our environmental studies. Plans for the bridge replacement are moving forward and
DDOT would like to schedule a meeting with you to further discuss the schedule, the construction
process, and the important implications for your property, building and tenants during demolition and
construction.
DDOT wants you to be well informed of upcoming events to allow the smoothest transition possible for
your building and its occupants. Please let us know your earliest availability to meet with us as we will
follow up if we have not heard from you by Friday, September 13th. Please email
Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com to schedule a meeting and feel free to contact me if you have any
questions.
Sincerely,

Ali Shakeri, PE,
Program Manager Wards 5&6
Infrastructure Project Management Division (IPMD)
District Department of Transportation (DDOT)
55 M Street SE, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20003
ali.shakeri@dc.gov
202.671.4612
District Department of Transportation | 55 M Street, SE, Suite 400 | Washington, DC 20003 | 202.671.6813 | www.ddot.dc.gov

Government of the District of Columbia
Department of Transportation

August 30, 2019
Evelyn Sinnett
Property Group Partners
100 F St. NE
Washington, DC 20002
Subject:

Meeting to discuss H Street Bridge, NE Replacement Adjacent Property Coordination
- 700 2nd St NE Station Place

Dear Ms. Sinnett:
As you may be aware the H Street Bridge, NE adjacent to your building is being replaced to address
the critically deteriorating conditions of the bridge structure, including its deck and piers. The entire
bridge is located between North Capitol Street and 3rd Street, NE. From the west to east, it crosses
over 1st Street, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) Red Line, Amtrak
rail tracks and platforms and 2nd Street. H Street is a principal arterial that carries three lanes of traffic
in each direction and provides a critical multimodal transportation link to downtown Washington,
DC, along with connections to Union Station from the bridge and the D.C. Streetcar.
A few months ago, our environmental staff reached out to all adjacent property owners gathering
information for our environmental studies. Plans for the bridge replacement are moving forward and
DDOT would like to schedule a meeting with you to further discuss the schedule, the construction
process, and the important implications for your property, building and tenants during demolition and
construction.
DDOT wants you to be well informed of upcoming events to allow the smoothest transition possible
for your building and its occupants. Please let us know your earliest availability to meet with us as
we will follow up if we have not heard from you by Friday, September 13th. Please email
Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com to schedule a meeting and feel free to contact me if you have any
questions.
Sincerely,

Ali Shakeri, PE,
Program Manager Wards 5&6
Infrastructure Project Management Division (IPMD)
District Department of Transportation (DDOT)
55 M Street SE, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20003
ali.shakeri@dc.gov
202.671.4612
District Department of Transportation | 55 M Street, SE, Suite 400 | Washington, DC 20003 | 202.671.6813 | www.ddot.dc.gov

Government of the District of Columbia
Department of Transportation

August 30, 2019
Robert Hime, Real Estate Manager
CBRE
LL 120
820 First St. NE
Washington, DC 20002
Subject:

Meeting to discuss H Street Bridge, NE Replacement Adjacent Property Coordination -820
First Street NE - CNN Building

Dear Mr Hime:
As you may be aware the H Street Bridge, NE adjacent to your building is being replaced to address the
critically deteriorating conditions of the bridge structure, including its deck and piers. The entire bridge is
located between North Capitol Street and 3rd Street, NE. From the west to east, it crosses over 1st Street, the
Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) Red Line, Amtrak rail tracks and platforms and
2nd Street. H Street is a principal arterial that carries three lanes of traffic in each direction and provides a
critical multimodal transportation link to downtown Washington, DC, along with connections to Union
Station from the bridge and the D.C. Streetcar.
A few months ago, our environmental staff reached out to all adjacent property owners gathering information
for our environmental studies. Plans for the bridge replacement are moving forward and DDOT would like
to schedule a meeting with you to further discuss the schedule, the construction process, and the important
implications for your property, building and tenants during demolition and construction.
DDOT wants you to be well informed of upcoming events to allow the smoothest transition possible for your
building and its occupants. Please let us know your earliest availability to meet with us as we will follow up
if we have not heard from you by Friday, September 13th. Please email Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com to
schedule a meeting and feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Ali Shakeri, PE,
Program Manager Wards 5&6
Infrastructure Project Management Division (IPMD)
District Department of Transportation (DDOT)
55 M Street SE, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20003
ali.shakeri@dc.gov
202.671.4612

District Department of Transportation | 55 M Street, SE, Suite 400 | Washington, DC 20003 | 202.671.6813 | www.ddot.dc.gov

Conroy, Christopher
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Eric Leconte <Eric.Leconte@kp.org>
Friday, February 12, 2021 11:56 AM
Conroy, Christopher
Shakeri, Ali (DDOT); Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT)
[EXTERNAL] RE: DDOT H Street Bridge

Hi Chris,
As a follow-up to our conversation, here is a list of the type of surgeries performed onsite in Kaiser’s Endoscopy/OPS
department:
1. Adults and pediatrics Endoscopy
2. Hem/ONC Lumber Puncture and Bone Morrow Biopsy under monitored anesthesia care (MAC) (Peds)
3. Minor GYN cases (LEEP Procedure, diagnostic Hysteroscopy, Vulvar Excision of Lesion, D&C, Novasure, IUD
Insertion)
4. Minor Plastics
As mentioned, I am still awaiting information related to the type of clinical equipment that may be sensitive to vibration.
I’ll pass that information along once I receive it.
In terms of the layout, the medical office spaces are located closer South at the intersection of 2nd Street NE and G St NE.
The office space North closer to the H Street bridge is Kaiser’s Center for Total Health, which is admin space, and office
space for American Chemistry Council (ACC).
Please let me know if you have any questions on any of the above, or need additional information.
Thank you,
Eric Leconte, RPA, LEED Green Associate
Property Manager
National Facilities Services
Kaiser Permanente Health Plan of the Mid-Atlantic Services, Inc
4000 Garden City Drive, 7th Floor
Hyattsville, MD 20785
C 240-268-4156
Eric.Leconte@kp.org
From: Conroy, Christopher <Christopher.Conroy@jacobs.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2021 3:32 PM
To: Eric Leconte <Eric.Leconte@kp.org>
Cc: Shakeri, Ali (DDOT) <ali.shakeri@dc.gov>; Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT) <sassan.aflaki@dc.gov>
Subject: DDOT H Street Bridge

Caution: This email came from outside Kaiser Permanente. Do not open attachments or click on
links if you do not recognize the sender.
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Eric,
I’ve been provided your name by Rosalyn Manee of Property Group Partners regarding the Kaiser Permanente Health
Care facility at 700 2nd Street NE. I am contacting you regarding the upcoming H Street Bridge NE Replacement project
(https://www.hstreetbridgeproject.com/). We’ve reached out to you before via phone on 240-268-4156, but so far have
been unable to contact you.
We are currently completing the preliminary design for the bridge and are now finalizing construction documents.
Project construction is expected to begin in early 2023. Rosalyn gave me your contact as she felt that you would be
better able to assist us in understanding your needs during the period that the bridge is being reconstructed. We
understand that the Kaiser Permanente Health Care facility at 700 2nd Street NE operates as offices and as a day time
only facility for patients. Would you be able to provide us with any additional information on noise sensitive or vibration
sensitive uses of the building, their proximity to H Street NE, and the times of day during which they are in use.
Our goal is to ensure that we are able to plan for the needs of adjacent building and include them in the contract for the
bridge construction.
Please don’t hesitate to call me at the number below if you need further information, otherwise, I look forward to
hearing from you.
Best regards
Chris Conroy | Jacobs | Project Manager | Mobile: 571.296.5020 | christopher.conroy@jacobs.com | www.jacobs.com

NOTICE - This communication may contain confidential and privileged information that is for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any
viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.

NOTICE TO RECIPIENT: If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are prohibited from sharing, copying, or otherwise using or disclosing
its contents. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail and permanently delete this e-mail and any
attachments without reading, forwarding or saving them. v.173.295 Thank you.
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Conroy, Christopher
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nelson, Suzanne <Suzanne.Nelson@cnn.com>
Wednesday, January 27, 2021 1:19 PM
Smoker, Jennifer/DCA
Conroy, Christopher; Washburn, Carolyn/PNT; Shakeri, Ali (DDOT); Aflaki, Sassan
(DDOT); Nelson, Suzanne
[EXTERNAL] RE: CNN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement

Hi Jen,
Thank you for reaching out.
Our time constraints have not changed; 12a-5a remains an excellent window for noisy work and will not disturb on-air
operations at the bureau.
The main item that we need protected: CNN owns and operates a broadcast critical 1000 kW generator and 3 way
switch at 820 First St NE. The equipment items are located adjacent to the H Street bridge structure. These items must
remain accessible and be protected from falling debris during the project.
We have several parking spaces along that same wall. Please advise if these can be protected as well.
Please let me know if you have any additional questions and thanks again for the updated schedule.
Kindly
Suzanne

From: Smoker, Jennifer/DCA <Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 12:38 PM
To: Nelson, Suzanne <Suzanne.Nelson@cnn.com>
Cc: Conroy, Christopher <Christopher.Conroy@jacobs.com>; Washburn, Carolyn/PNT
<Carolyn.Washburn@jacobs.com>; Shakeri, Ali (DDOT) <ali.shakeri@dc.gov>; Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT)
<sassan.aflaki@dc.gov>
Subject: CNN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement
Suzanne,
I am writing to follow up with you and give an update on the H Street Bridge project. You had asked we keep you
updated on the project schedule in our last meeting on September 12, 2019. For your convenience, I’ve also attached
the meeting minutes.
We are currently completing the preliminary design for the bridge and are now finalizing construction documents.
Project construction is expected to begin in early 2023. However, construction in the vicinity of your location at 820 First
Street will start later in 2023 or 2024.
During our last meeting, we requested you send a description of your needs about construction. We have not yet
received anything. We wanted to follow-up to verify if you have that information. Our notes indicate that you don’t film
1

from Midnight to 5:00 am and don’t have any issues during that time. We want to confirm if you have needs between
5:00 am and Midnight when you may be filming.
This information would be very helpful. We want to make sure that any needs you have are specified in the contract
document as commitments so that they are met by the contractor.
Thank you,
Jen Smoker
Jen Smoker | Jacobs | Project Consultant | 202.494.2076 | Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com | www.jacobs.com

NOTICE - This communication may contain confidential and privileged information that is for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any
viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.
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Conroy, Christopher
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Nelson, Suzanne <Suzanne.Nelson@cnn.com>
Monday, February 1, 2021 10:51 AM
Smoker, Jennifer/DCA
Conroy, Christopher; Washburn, Carolyn/PNT; Shakeri, Ali (DDOT); Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT)
[EXTERNAL] RE: CNN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement
Caltrans2013b.pdf

Hi Jen,
Thank you for your patience. I spoke to the head of Properties, Zach Ferrara. His reply and contact info are below if you
have any additional questions.
===
After looking into this with one of our consultants, I’ve found that we don’t have a simple answer for you. Any noise limit
we would set for external construction would be dependent on type of noise, level of noise, distance from the building,
and building exterior/interior construction. If you’d like, we could have our consultant look into the specific
circumstances and provide a more definitive value. I’ll provide the full details from our consultant below.
“We have provided some airborne noise criteria for various projects that relate to studio and control room
environments. We have not included building vibration criteria since our involvement with Warner Media to
date hasn’t included projects with significant exterior vibration sources. Occasionally we have had to deal with
interior structure-borne sound on WM projects due to interior sources, which is a different animal. Below are
some comments regarding criteria for the studios relative to construction activity.
Noise Criterion
NC, RC, and NR curves are widely accepted targets for background noise in all types of facilities. In the US, Noise
Criterion (NC) is most common, and Room Criterion (RC) is a little more strict and is sometimes used. These
criteria are used for interior spaces, and not used for outdoor noise.
For a larger production studio, NC-20 would be the preferred target, with NC-25 as a maximum limit for
background noise. RC-20 and RC-25 can be used over NC as criteria as the low frequency noise is more limited
with RC and would be preferred if attainable.
For smaller recording, sound design, and editing studios, the criteria would be NC-15 as target, with an NC-20
limit.
Vibration Criteria
There is no single published criterion for studio environments for vibration. However, the ASHRAE guides do
have some relevant criteria that can be considered targets for a studio based on human perception and comfort
as well as equipment protection. The criterion in this case would be 8,000 µin/sec (or 0.008 in/sec) rms
velocity from 8 to 80 Hz, usually focusing on floor vibration levels (measured with an accelerometer). This
doesn’t cover airborne noise created by vibration in a room perimeter surface – that criterion would fall under
NC and RC ratings for interior spaces.
I’ve attached the Caltrans Transportation and Construction Vibration Guidance Manual that has a lot of great
information regarding vibration during construction. Much of it is oriented towards residential adjacencies, but
1

the criteria and evaluation guidance could also be used for this project. The vibration criteria they list (see
Chapter 6) is in line with the ASHRAE criteria, and other sources are also referenced. Equations are included to
calculate estimates of the potential impact of large transportation construction equipment on nearby structures.
Applying this accurately to a large multistorey building is challenging, however. There are also criteria for
vibration based on potential building damage that can be caused by ground vibration.
The Caltrans guide also has examples of administrative forms at the end for managing vibration complaints, and
includes templates for evaluations and monitoring specifications for construction projects.
Using the Criteria
The above criteria mostly used for new construction to control known, permanent interior and exterior sources.
For a construction project near a building, one can use the interior criteria to trigger action (and interaction)
when they are exceeded, but it’s more complicated to establish limitations for noise and vibration outside the
building.
The effect of any noise or vibration outside the building depends on the source type, noise level, and distance
from the building for noise and vibration effects. For vibration, the soil in-between is also a factor.
At the building, the interior effect based on exterior noise will depend on noise levels impacting the exterior and
what the building exterior construction is.
So, it would take some study to establish more specific exterior guidelines preemptively. Otherwise, the
approach would be more of an on-off switch for the activities that *might* affect the studio activities which is
the approach noted in these emails.
Using the Caltrans model for processing and evaluating complaints for vibration (and a parallel noise complaint
process) is another approach which should quickly identify what sources and activities are causing interference
with studio functions. This is mostly subjective and can be done without initially quantifying the noise and
vibration levels. That said, targeted noise and vibration monitoring in studios during outdoor construction
activities can also be conducted to quantify interior impacts as an option.”

Please let me know if you’d like me to pursue any additional steps.

Thanks,
Zach Ferrara
Head of Design & Construction, Southern US Region
WarnerMedia Global Real Estate
Cell: 814-404-0970
zachary.ferrara@warnermedia.com

From: Smoker, Jennifer/DCA <Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 12:38 PM
To: Nelson, Suzanne <Suzanne.Nelson@cnn.com>
Cc: Conroy, Christopher <Christopher.Conroy@jacobs.com>; Washburn, Carolyn/PNT
<Carolyn.Washburn@jacobs.com>; Shakeri, Ali (DDOT) <ali.shakeri@dc.gov>; Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT)
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<sassan.aflaki@dc.gov>
Subject: CNN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement
Suzanne,
I am writing to follow up with you and give an update on the H Street Bridge project. You had asked we keep you
updated on the project schedule in our last meeting on September 12, 2019. For your convenience, I’ve also attached
the meeting minutes.
We are currently completing the preliminary design for the bridge and are now finalizing construction documents.
Project construction is expected to begin in early 2023. However, construction in the vicinity of your location at 820 First
Street will start later in 2023 or 2024.
During our last meeting, we requested you send a description of your needs about construction. We have not yet
received anything. We wanted to follow-up to verify if you have that information. Our notes indicate that you don’t film
from Midnight to 5:00 am and don’t have any issues during that time. We want to confirm if you have needs between
5:00 am and Midnight when you may be filming.
This information would be very helpful. We want to make sure that any needs you have are specified in the contract
document as commitments so that they are met by the contractor.
Thank you,
Jen Smoker
Jen Smoker | Jacobs | Project Consultant | 202.494.2076 | Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com | www.jacobs.com

NOTICE - This communication may contain confidential and privileged information that is for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any
viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.
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Conroy, Christopher
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nelson, Suzanne <Suzanne.Nelson@cnn.com>
Tuesday, February 2, 2021 12:21 PM
Smoker, Jennifer/DCA
Conroy, Christopher; Washburn, Carolyn/PNT; Shakeri, Ali (DDOT); Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT)
[EXTERNAL] RE: CNN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement

The studios are on the bridge side.

From: Smoker, Jennifer/DCA <Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 2, 2021 11:06 AM
To: Nelson, Suzanne <Suzanne.Nelson@cnn.com>
Cc: Conroy, Christopher <Christopher.Conroy@jacobs.com>; Washburn, Carolyn/PNT
<Carolyn.Washburn@jacobs.com>; Shakeri, Ali (DDOT) <ali.shakeri@dc.gov>; Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT)
<sassan.aflaki@dc.gov>
Subject: RE: CNN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement
Suzanne,
Thank you so very much for all this great information. We want the contractor to have every opportunity to work
smoothly around your broadcasts. I’ve been asked one more follow up – just to confirm. What side of the building is
closest to your broadcasting? Is it the bridge side or another?
Thank you,
Jen
From: Nelson, Suzanne <Suzanne.Nelson@cnn.com>
Sent: Monday, February 1, 2021 10:51 AM
To: Smoker, Jennifer/DCA <Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com>
Cc: Conroy, Christopher <Christopher.Conroy@jacobs.com>; Washburn, Carolyn/PNT
<Carolyn.Washburn@jacobs.com>; Shakeri, Ali (DDOT) <ali.shakeri@dc.gov>; Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT)
<sassan.aflaki@dc.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: CNN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement
Hi Jen,
Thank you for your patience. I spoke to the head of Properties, Zach Ferrara. His reply and contact info are below if you
have any additional questions.
===
After looking into this with one of our consultants, I’ve found that we don’t have a simple answer for you. Any noise limit
we would set for external construction would be dependent on type of noise, level of noise, distance from the building,
and building exterior/interior construction. If you’d like, we could have our consultant look into the specific
circumstances and provide a more definitive value. I’ll provide the full details from our consultant below.
“We have provided some airborne noise criteria for various projects that relate to studio and control room
environments. We have not included building vibration criteria since our involvement with Warner Media to
date hasn’t included projects with significant exterior vibration sources. Occasionally we have had to deal with
1

interior structure-borne sound on WM projects due to interior sources, which is a different animal. Below are
some comments regarding criteria for the studios relative to construction activity.
Noise Criterion
NC, RC, and NR curves are widely accepted targets for background noise in all types of facilities. In the US, Noise
Criterion (NC) is most common, and Room Criterion (RC) is a little more strict and is sometimes used. These
criteria are used for interior spaces, and not used for outdoor noise.
For a larger production studio, NC-20 would be the preferred target, with NC-25 as a maximum limit for
background noise. RC-20 and RC-25 can be used over NC as criteria as the low frequency noise is more limited
with RC and would be preferred if attainable.
For smaller recording, sound design, and editing studios, the criteria would be NC-15 as target, with an NC-20
limit.
Vibration Criteria
There is no single published criterion for studio environments for vibration. However, the ASHRAE guides do
have some relevant criteria that can be considered targets for a studio based on human perception and comfort
as well as equipment protection. The criterion in this case would be 8,000 µin/sec (or 0.008 in/sec) rms
velocity from 8 to 80 Hz, usually focusing on floor vibration levels (measured with an accelerometer). This
doesn’t cover airborne noise created by vibration in a room perimeter surface – that criterion would fall under
NC and RC ratings for interior spaces.
I’ve attached the Caltrans Transportation and Construction Vibration Guidance Manual that has a lot of great
information regarding vibration during construction. Much of it is oriented towards residential adjacencies, but
the criteria and evaluation guidance could also be used for this project. The vibration criteria they list (see
Chapter 6) is in line with the ASHRAE criteria, and other sources are also referenced. Equations are included to
calculate estimates of the potential impact of large transportation construction equipment on nearby structures.
Applying this accurately to a large multistorey building is challenging, however. There are also criteria for
vibration based on potential building damage that can be caused by ground vibration.
The Caltrans guide also has examples of administrative forms at the end for managing vibration complaints, and
includes templates for evaluations and monitoring specifications for construction projects.
Using the Criteria
The above criteria mostly used for new construction to control known, permanent interior and exterior sources.
For a construction project near a building, one can use the interior criteria to trigger action (and interaction)
when they are exceeded, but it’s more complicated to establish limitations for noise and vibration outside the
building.
The effect of any noise or vibration outside the building depends on the source type, noise level, and distance
from the building for noise and vibration effects. For vibration, the soil in-between is also a factor.
At the building, the interior effect based on exterior noise will depend on noise levels impacting the exterior and
what the building exterior construction is.
So, it would take some study to establish more specific exterior guidelines preemptively. Otherwise, the
approach would be more of an on-off switch for the activities that *might* affect the studio activities which is
the approach noted in these emails.
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Using the Caltrans model for processing and evaluating complaints for vibration (and a parallel noise complaint
process) is another approach which should quickly identify what sources and activities are causing interference
with studio functions. This is mostly subjective and can be done without initially quantifying the noise and
vibration levels. That said, targeted noise and vibration monitoring in studios during outdoor construction
activities can also be conducted to quantify interior impacts as an option.”

Please let me know if you’d like me to pursue any additional steps.

Thanks,
Zach Ferrara
Head of Design & Construction, Southern US Region
WarnerMedia Global Real Estate
Cell: 814-404-0970
zachary.ferrara@warnermedia.com

From: Smoker, Jennifer/DCA <Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 12:38 PM
To: Nelson, Suzanne <Suzanne.Nelson@cnn.com>
Cc: Conroy, Christopher <Christopher.Conroy@jacobs.com>; Washburn, Carolyn/PNT
<Carolyn.Washburn@jacobs.com>; Shakeri, Ali (DDOT) <ali.shakeri@dc.gov>; Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT)
<sassan.aflaki@dc.gov>
Subject: CNN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement
Suzanne,
I am writing to follow up with you and give an update on the H Street Bridge project. You had asked we keep you
updated on the project schedule in our last meeting on September 12, 2019. For your convenience, I’ve also attached
the meeting minutes.
We are currently completing the preliminary design for the bridge and are now finalizing construction documents.
Project construction is expected to begin in early 2023. However, construction in the vicinity of your location at 820 First
Street will start later in 2023 or 2024.
During our last meeting, we requested you send a description of your needs about construction. We have not yet
received anything. We wanted to follow-up to verify if you have that information. Our notes indicate that you don’t film
from Midnight to 5:00 am and don’t have any issues during that time. We want to confirm if you have needs between
5:00 am and Midnight when you may be filming.
This information would be very helpful. We want to make sure that any needs you have are specified in the contract
document as commitments so that they are met by the contractor.
Thank you,
Jen Smoker
Jen Smoker | Jacobs | Project Consultant | 202.494.2076 | Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com | www.jacobs.com
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Conroy, Christopher
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Smoker, Jennifer/DCA
Monday, February 1, 2021 2:47 PM
Chris Cardno
Conroy, Christopher; Shakeri, Ali (DDOT); Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT); Washburn, Carolyn/PNT
RE: Re: EWTN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement

Thank you for your prompt reply Chris.
Now that we have your contact and this information we can reach out again as the project gets nearer. If you have any
questions, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with us.
The bridge reconstruction has details on it’s web page: https://www.hstreetbridgeproject.com/
Best,
Jen for the team
From: Chris Cardno <ccardno@ewtn.com>
Sent: Monday, February 1, 2021 2:23 PM
To: Smoker, Jennifer/DCA <Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: EWTN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement
Dear Jennifer,
Thank you so much for reaching out to us about the upcoming construction.
We have tapings every day of our nightly news show from 11:15am-12:00pm and then again from 3:45pm-4:45pm. We
also have weekly tapings on Wednesday afternoons from 12:45pm-2:30pm; Thursdays from 1pm-3:45pm; and Fridays
from 1pm-3:45pm.
Sometimes we have tapings outside of those times, it really depends on guests’ schedules. Realistically, our control
room can be in use Monday through Friday from 10am-5pm and we would very much appreciate consideration during
those times. We do not have any tapings on the weekends, barring special coverage.
The bonus is that our studios are on the opposite side of the building, on G Place NE. That ought to make a difference in
the noise level. I imagine CNN has much larger concerns!
Thanks, and let me know if there is any other information I can provide you.
Sincerely,
Chris Cardno
Operations Manager
-EWTN News, Inc.
750 1st Street, N.E.
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20002-8013
Tel: 202/909-2962
Cell: 202/210-5618
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Email: ccardno@ewtn.com

From: Smoker, Jennifer/DCA <Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 1:01 PM
To: Tara Pinette <tpinette@ewtn.com>; taragretchen@gmail.com
Subject: FW: EWTN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement

From: Smoker, Jennifer/DCA
Sent: Wednesday, January 27, 2021 12:48 PM
To: ccardino@ewtn.com; pinette@ewtn.com; Colin Benko <cwbenko@gmail.com>
Cc: Shakeri, Ali (DDOT) <ali.shakeri@dc.gov>; Conroy, Christopher <Christopher.Conroy@jacobs.com>; Washburn,
Carolyn/PNT <Carolyn.Washburn@jacobs.com>; Aflaki, Sassan (DDOT) <sassan.aflaki@dc.gov>
Subject: EWTN considerations during H St. NE Bridge Replacement
Dear Chris and Tara,
DDOT has been working with your building management toward our upcoming H Street NE Bridge Reconstruction. We
noticed EWTN broadcasts from the building and wanted to make sure you were considered in the planning going
forward.
We are currently completing the preliminary design for the bridge and are now finalizing construction documents.
Project construction is expected to begin in early 2023. However, construction in the vicinity of your location at 750 First
Street will start later in 2023 or 2024.
While we have requested Cushman and Wakefield to send a description of their needs about construction, we wanted
to confirm your filming is from 4:00 – 5:30 pm daily and once a month on Wednesday and Thursdays from 1:00 – 5:00
pm. We assume outside those times you don’t have any issues.
Confirmation regarding this information would be very helpful. We want to make sure that any needs you have are
specified in the contract document as commitments so that they are met by the contractor.
Thank you,
Jen Smoker
Jen Smoker | Jacobs | Project Consultant | 202.494.2076 | Jennifer.Smoker@jacobs.com | www.jacobs.com

NOTICE - This communication may contain confidential and privileged information that is for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any
viewing, copying or distribution of, or reliance on this message by unintended recipients is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer.
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Final 2020-05-26
__________________________

STAKEHOLDER MEETING
Enclosed are the meeting summary and responses to
questions from the Landmark Lofts residents.

LANDMARK LOFTS RESIDENT
CONSULTATION – H STREET
BRIDGE NE REPLACEMENT
PROJECT
May 7, 2020

Prepared By:
Justice & Sustainability Associates

H Street Bridge NE Replacement Project
Landmark Lofts Resident Consultation
DRAFT Meeting Summary
May 7, 2020 | 3 – 4 PM

Attendees
H Street Bridge NE Bridge Replacement Project Team:
Ali Shakeri – Presenter (DDOT)
Victor Silva (DDOT)
Chris Conroy – Presenter (Jacobs)
Jennifer Smoker (Jacobs)
Carolyn Washburn (Jacobs)
Landmark Lofts
Thao Sperling (resident)
Robin Givhan (resident)
Luis and Stephanie Gonzalez (residents)
Ray daSilva (resident)
Nathan Kron (resident)
David Germakian (resident)
Anne Kraemer (resident)
Sheryl Bonilla (resident)
Marlis Pacifico (resident)
Stephen Green (resident)
John Cavanaugh (management office)
Justice & Sustainability Associates (JSA) Facilitator Team
Don Edwards – Facilitator (JSA)
Ann Harrell – Tech & Chat Monitor (JSA)
Ingrid Eck – Notetaker (JSA)

Meeting Overview
On May 7, 2020, the residents of Landmark Lofts met with members of the DDOT/Jacobs project team
to discuss the H Street Bridge NE Replacement Project and to answers questions about the project’s
impact on the Landmark Lofts community. The meeting was opened by Don Edwards (Facilitator)
followed by remarks from Ali Shakeri and the project presentation led by Chris Conroy and concluded by
Ali Shakeri. The project presentation was designed to answer the questions submitted by the residents’
representative, Thao Sperling, prior to the meeting. Afterward, a Q&A session was held for residents to
ask questions not previously submitted by Thao Sperling. Ali Shakeri gave closing remarks and Don
Edwards closed the meeting with a promise of follow-up with the residents.
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A link to the construction video for the project was shared with residents in the invite to the call.

Key Action Items
Based on the meeting discussion, next steps are as follows:
Action Items 1 & 2: Follow-up with Landmark Lofts Residents
1. Provide meeting slides, Q&A summary and recording of
meeting
2. Gather any resident follow-up questions
3. Residents should review and finalize Right of Entry
Agreement with DDOT

Responsible Parties
JSA
JSA
Landmark Lofts + DDOT

Closing Remarks
Ali Shakeri shared his final thoughts of a commitment to answer any questions or address any concerns
of the Landmark Lofts Residents. Don Edwards closed the meeting with a promise to provide a meeting
summary and FAQs.
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FAQs
(based on questions from)

Landmark Loft Resident Consultation - H Street Bridge NE Replacement
May 7, 2020

PROJECT BACKGROUND:
1.

Why is the bridge being replaced?
The bridge is structurally deficient and in need of replacement. The replacement of the bridge is needed to
address deficiencies identified in the 2018 Bridge Inspection Report. The replacement bridge will look very
similar to what it looks like today.

2.

Who is paying for the bridge replacement?
The project is estimated to cost $225 million. Construction has been programmed with about $5 million of
federal funds and the remainder is provided through local funds.

3.

When will the construction be completed?
The new bridge will be completed and open in 2026. The process will follow the timeline listed below.
• It will take approximately 1 year to select a contractor (process to begin late 2021).
• The contractor will likely take up to 18 months designing and working within the underpass.
•
• By early 2023, the contractor will be on top of the bridge, demolishing and rebuilding it. This will take
approximately a year and a half to two years to complete one side of the bridge (north or south side).
Then they will move to the other side.
• Contractor will not work alongside Landmark Lofts likely until late 2024 and that activity should take
approximately 1 year.
• The project is planned to be completed by 2026.

CONTACTS:
4.

How can residents contact DDOT with concerns?
The project website (www.hstreetbridge.com) will continue to be updated.
The project email is info@hstreetbridgeproject.com
For any direct requests please contact:
Ali Shakeri, DDOT Program Manager Wards 5&6
ali.shakeri@dc.gov
202-409-2316 Mobile
202-671-4612 Office
Once the Contractor is selected:
•

•

Once construction begins, DDOT will communicate with a representative from each adjacent building
regarding any work activities in the vicinity of those buildings. This contact will be available 24 hours
per day and 7 days per week.
Project social media accounts will provide daily updates on traffic and construction events.
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•

There will be another public meeting once the RFP is published, later this year.

TRAFFIC (vehicle and pedestrian):
5.

Why can't you just shut down the bridge entirely so that the project can be completed faster?
The phased construction is necessary so that H Street NE will remain open for pedestrians and vehicles and
access to the Union Station garage & bus facility and Kaiser/Amtrak loading dock can be maintained.

6.

How are you balancing your concerns about traffic flow and commuters with the concerns of residents who
live near this project?
The phased construction is necessary so that H Street NE will remain open to maintain access to Union Station.
DDOT and the selected contractor will monitor traffic throughout construction to identify and address issues.
The needs of pedestrians and bicyclists will be included in the monitoring plan.

7.

With the bridge design: At the moment, the configuration encourages dangerous U-turns at 3rd Street and
H Street. Will that be remedied?
The project will not change the geometry or operations at the intersection of H Street and 3rd Street.

8.

Will the traffic signals be adjusted so pedestrians have more time to cross H Street, both at the 3rd street
intersection as well as at the apex of the bridge -- across from Union Station?
The vehicle and pedestrian counts for the project area have been provided to the DDOT Traffic Operations
Division Traffic who are responsible for signal timing.

9.

Why is there no "walk" call signal curbside at the bridge apex and only in the median?
Once the bridge is completed, a walk call signal for the crosswalk on the bridge will be added at both sidewalks
in addition to the median.

10.

Will the sidewalk on the bridge be widened?
Yes, over the railyard there will be an increase in the width of the sidewalk of approximately 1 foot.

11.

Who's in charge of the aesthetics of the bridge?
The appearance of the replacement bridge will be very similar to the existing. It will match its current
configuration and operations for pedestrian, vehicle, bus and transit. DDOT intends to replace the fence on
the bridge and adjacent to Landmark Lofts with one that is similar to the new fence at the recently constructed
Monroe Street bridge over CSX/WMATA lines adjacent to the Brookland Metro station.

12.

Garage Access - will cars be able to make a left out of the Senate Square parking garage onto 2nd Street NE
or will all traffic be forced to make a right turn?
Vehicles will continue to be able to make a left turn out of the Senate Square parking garage onto 2nd Street
NE. There may be short term restrictions when overhead construction is taking place at 2nd Street NE, which
will be communicated ahead of time to the Senate Square building representative.
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13.

How will pedestrian access to Union Station for the Metro be affected? Will everyone have to use the main
entrance in the front of Union Station?
Pedestrian access will differ for each phase of construction. The sidewalk on the north side of the bridge will
be maintained during reconstruction of the southern half of the bridge. Pedestrians will be able to cross at a
temporary crosswalk on the bridge into Union Station. The sidewalk on the south side will provide access in
to Union Station when the north half of the bridge is under construction. A shuttle service is being provided
between the 3rd Street streetcar stop and the Union Station bus facility.

14.

Are they going to reinstall the streetcar?
Yes, DDOT will be reconstructing the streetcar station on the top of the bridge.

15.

Will making a left hand turn from H Street onto 3rd Street when headed east be impacted?
Traffic will be restricted to a single lane in each direction on the bridge during construction. Left turns onto
3rd Street from H Street will be prohibited to prevent traffic backing up behind a left turning vehicle.

16.

Can you explain how the shuttle from 3rd Street to the top of Union Station will work?
The shuttle will operate at the same frequency as streetcar during streetcar operating hours.
•
•

Heading westbound, it would pick up passengers on the north side of H Street between 3rd Street
and 4th Street and drop off in the Union Station bus facility.
Heading eastbound it would pick up in the Union Station bus facility and drop off on the south side
of H Street between 3rd Street and 4th Street.

NOISE/NUISANCE:
17.

What do you expect the volume of street noise to be during construction?
Traffic on H Street is expected be similar to the current noise level.

18.

What will the hours of construction be for day/night and weekend shifts?
Construction is allowed Monday through Saturday from 7 am to 7 pm. No construction is allowed before 7am
or after 7pm Monday through Saturday or any time on Sunday, and on holidays unless allowed for by a
variance. Work over the rail yard (and WMATA) will need to be completed at night and weekends so as not
to impact rail operations, which will require a variance to the normal working hours. The location of this work
will be over the railyard and not adjacent to Landmark Lofts.

19.

Do they have fencing that blocks or pushes noise up and away from the building?
DDOT intends to replace the fence adjacent to Landmark Lofts with one that is similar to the new fence at the
recently constructed Monroe Street bridge over CSX/WMATA lines adjacent to the Brookland Metro station.
This fence does not serve as a noise barrier. Insulated noise barriers will be used to contain noise from certain
equipment (saw cutting).

DEBRIS:
20.

How exactly will you corral dust/dirt/exhaust?
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The bridge contractor will be required to comply with the requirements of the DC Municipal Regulations
(DCMR) Title 20.
As noted in question 15, foundation construction, which generally produces the most dust and dirt, is mostly
contained within the H Street underpass. Water will be used to contain dust generated from specific
construction activities, such as concrete saw cutting. DDOT will also have a Construction Manager on site who
will monitor compliance with the Contract and regulations.
21.

Will debris from the construction work effect windows facing H Street NE (our unit faces H Street)?
The bridge contractor is obliged to provide protection to windows, utilities and equipment (including HVAC
units), and repair any damage that may occur.

22.

Will units facing H Street NE need to install shutters to protect the glass?
The bridge contractor is obliged to provide protection to windows, utilities and equipment (including HVAC
units).

23.

Will the HVAC units on the ground level along the H Street NE wall be covered from debris and dust?
The bridge contractor is obliged to provide protection to windows, utilities and equipment (including HVAC
units).

24.

How to protect the units that face the bridge? There will be dirt, debris, and fumes so what is their plan to
get the work done without disturbing us?
The bridge contractor is required to comply with the requirements of the DC Municipal Regulations (DCMR)
Title 20, specifically those relating to air quality and noise control.

AESTHETICS:
25. Right now, Landmark Lofts on the H street side is protected by a large concrete wall. Do they have
something they could show us how the H street side will look after the work is done?
The retaining wall and concrete wall adjacent to Landmark Lofts will not be replaced. Only the guardrail and
chainlink fencing on the top of the wall will be replaced. DDOT intends to replace the fence with one that is
similar to the new fence at the recently constructed Monroe Street bridge over CSX/WMATA lines adjacent
to the Brookland Metro station.
26. Can we see examples [of the fencing] for aesthetic purposes?
DDOT intends to replace the fence adjacent to Landmark Lofts with one that is similar to the new fence at the
recently constructed Monroe Street bridge over CSX/WMATA lines adjacent to the Brookland Metro station.
27. What replacement fencing did DDOT use on previous projects that they recommend?
DDOT intends to replace the fence adjacent to Landmark Lofts with one that is similar to the new fence at the
recently constructed Monroe Street bridge over CSX/WMATA lines adjacent to the Brookland Metro station.
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MEETING CHAT POSTS (unaltered…as written by participants in meeting chat area)
From Robin Givhan to Everyone: 03:05 PM
actually, I don’t have Mr. Shakeri’s email or telephone number. can you post it please?
From Thao Sperling to Everyone: 03:09 PM
Also, in addition to the recording, can DDOT also send via email to Thao for LL distribution the slide deck
presenting now. Thank you.
From Ingrid Eck (JSA) to Everyone: 03:11 PM
Yes, we can do this.
From Victor Silva (DDOT) to Everyone: 03:24 PM
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
From Robin Givhan to Everyone: 03:37 PM
I still don’t understand what the construction hours are. Will they be 9-5? My understanding is Sunday work isn’t
allowed on construction sites.I understand what you’re saying. But what time will the contractor be allowed to
begin work? And when will he have to stop?
From Sheryl Bonilla to Everyone: 03:38 PM
2 Questions Will making a left hand turn from H Street onto 3rd Street when headed east be impacted
From Robin Givhan to Everyone: 03:38 PM
You have not answered my question. How early will the work begin in the morning and how late will it be
allowed to go in the evening?
From Sheryl Bonilla to Everyone: 03:40 PM
At any phase of construction will pedestrian traffic to/from Union Station be impacted?
From Robin Givhan to Everyone: 03:44 PM
If you unmute me, I could ask the question because I’m not getting a straight answer. I’m not asking about the
work over the train track. I’m asking about the work by Landmark Lofts. What time will the work begin and
end?how will you police the parking, the backup noise, etc. and generally assure that the workers adhere to the
rules?
i’d asked that you provide contact information for communities that you’ve worked with previously…. did you
bring that?
From Sheryl Bonilla to Everyone: 03:46 PM
Could you please answer my question regarding the left hand turn from H Street onto 3rd Strret?
From Robin Givhan to Everyone: 03:49 PM
you’re encouraging people to make a U-turn?
From Thao Sperling to Everyone: 03:49 PM
From Chris Bailey:
What replacement fencing did DDOT use on previous projects that they recommend?
Do they have fencing that blocks or pushes noise up and away from the building?
Can we see examples for aesthetic purposes?
From Robin Givhan to Everyone: 03:50 PM
can you explain how the shuttle from 3rd Street to the top of Union Station will work?
From Thao Sperling to Everyone: 03:52 PM
Will debris from the construction work effect windows facing H Street NE (our unit faces H Street)?
Will units facing H Street NE need to install shutters to protect the glass?
From Nathan Kron to Everyone: 03:59 PM
dc also has an engine idling law so if they are idling you should call 311 and get them to ticket
3 minutes max
https://doee.dc.gov/service/engine-anti-idling-law
From Robin Givhan to Everyone: 03:59 PM
i know. that doesn’t work with the Giant trucks. i call all the time.
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